Sprayhoods
Enclosures
Biminis
Sprayhoods
Dolphin Covers know that to create the best fitting sprayhoods you must get tension in the whole cover to make the
hood become a rigid structure.
Our Sprayhoods are designed with this in mind. The rigidity is produced by cloth orientation of panels and additional
reinforcement where needed. Both of these combined with years of staff experience in patterning, the latest CAD
technology along with high quality manufacturing standards all come together to produce the best fitting product on
the market.

Upgrades & Extras

Mesh side pockets in the sprayhood wings.

A zip-up front is available as an upgrade.

This popular upgrade of side hand rails makes it safer when leaving the cockpit they are available as a fixed or folding option

A welded grab rail. This can be with or without leather.

Enclosures

Cockpit enclosures are a great way to add additional covered space to your boat. They could be thought of as
adding an extra room. After listening to your requirements we will design the Dolphin Enclosure to best suit your
needs. We offer two styles, the first having fixed sides with windows and zip up door panels. The second has
separate removable sides, which doubles up as a bimini when all the sides are removed.
With the UK weather being so unpredictable the enclosure with the removeable sides is the most popular choice
with our customers.

Here is the same enclosure with the sides down and then removed to act as a bimini:

Fixed sided enclosures:

Biminis

Each Dolphin bimini is designed to suit your needs and requirements, with fixed or tilting frames. Our biminis can
be designed with zipped removable solid or mesh side panels, which produces a cover to keep the cockpit area
completely in the shade. In addition we can add boom light or mainsail trim windows into the bimini to suit your
requirements.

Key Features of range
WeatherMax 80
WeatherMax is a fabric that combines breakthrough UV technology with water resistance and durability.
WeatherMax is the perfect balance of science, resilience and style.
The new WeatherMax fabric has taken away the need to make a choice between a waterproof and a breathable
fabric by offering a solution to both. The WeatherMax has a HydroMax finish which ensures there is no need for
extra coatings. This makes the WeatherMax lightweight, water resistant, non-sagging and durable. The HydroMax
finish also provides excellent breathability to help reduce condensation and mildew.
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Twin ply WeatherMax wing panels
Radial patching and stitching to absorb the loads when under tension
Polyester webbing used throughout
Double stitched and turned window edges
All seams double stitched
WeatherMax bias binding on all outside edging
Extra care and attention to every last detail in the cover finishing

The difference is in the finish!
Window Upgrade

Tenara Thread

PVC window material is used as
standard but we can upgrade the
window to Strataglass for unrivalled
clarity. This is not an option when the
sprayhood is to be folder down.

• UV and weather-resistant
• Unaffected by sunlight UV radiation
• Unaffected by weather including
water or saltwater
• Will not rot or decay
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